
Is giving unemployed benefits a waste of money?!

One of the most important factors that directly affect effects the economy of a country is its 
employment ratiorate. 
In the past few years that the world is has been facing a harsh economic recession, unemployment 
has become a controversial subject among the countries. Even some industrial countries ones like 
Germany are struggling with this issue. 
The higher the unemployment percentage goes, the more adversely it affects it has on the economy 
and industry of the respective situations of a country. 
Yet governments are responsible for both making job opportunities and also unemployment of the 
people. If they cannot provide their people with proper and enough job fields, they should allocate a 
portion of the country's ies budget to jobless people. 
Some of these unemployed individuals ments have families or might be under debts whom, due to 
the country's low economic quality and companies' y's downsizings, were dismissed. Friday m work. 
They are not able to find other jobs, still they are in charge of their family's health, education, 
garment and nutrition which if not prepared, can have widespread effects on the family institution 
and it's its demise/collapse/ruination. 
This is the point that/where governments should undergo the responsibility and act in an influential 
manner. 
On the other hand, many of those unemployeds are young adults who recently got graduated from 
universities and seeking for  a job, but find if difficult to find a position with a proper amount of 
salary. They turn out to be hopeless and aimless adolescents which who might suffer from 
psychological problems due to this issue. 
Unfortunately we see that the number of unemployed young people is exceeding of that of 
employed ones in countries like Iran. 
Indicating the aforementioned side effects that unemployment has in people of a country, I opine 
that the a government is responsible for the people's lives in terms of profession, and if they are not 
able to act upon their needs and requirements , they should look for alternatives in order to 
guarantee the people's lives. 
Not only is providing them with facilities by governments is not a waste of money, but it is for the 
sake of avoiding all those problems that might occur in a society.  


